South Dakota State University

ECE 488: Student Teaching within SDSU Preschool Laboratory

Concepts addressed in this review sheet: *Methods for enhancing student learning through the use of a variety of resources and materials: primary documents and artifacts*

Students should refer to notes within packet as well as daily communication notes taken during student teaching

Specifically, students should review:

- ✓ Identification of needing primary documents/artifacts
  - ✓ Parental request
  - ✓ Parental inquiries
  - ✓ Teacher inquiries
  - ✓ Children inquiries (assisting)

- ✓ Identification of locating primary documents/artifacts through the use of:
  - ✓ Internet/web
  - ✓ Books
  - ✓ Research articles
  - ✓ Additional resources which utilize primary or official documents

- ✓ Location and examination of primary document/artifact
  - ✓ Addressing and clarifying questions/answers when necessary
  - ✓ Assisting in the overall understanding of the material presented
  - ✓ Applying knowledge to inquiries/requests
  - ✓ Referencing document/artifact for future use

- ✓ Purposes behind usage of primary documents/artifacts
  - ✓ Assists with overall understanding of philosophy
  - ✓ Assists with overall knowledge base of specific topics/inquiries
  - ✓ Provides support/feedback for specific inquiries/ideas